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Diner en Blanc is a night of elegance, laughter, delectable wine, enjoyable and fascinating
participants, mixed with an ounce of fun mystery. It’s essentially a classy, pop-up dinner party.
Hosted in various cities throughout the world, it has become an international phenomenon."The
Unofficial Guide to Diner En Blanc" gives you a clear understanding of what to expect when you
attend your first (or even thirteenth) Diner En Blanc. You will get tips and tricks, lists, Pro Tips,
recipes, and advice that will save you time, money, and headaches.Shannon Qualls is a
nationally recognized party designer with over ten years of experience helping individuals and
businesses have the parties of their dreams. Shannon uses her experience in "The Unofficial
Guide to Diner En Blanc" to help remove any worries you might have when attending Diner En
Blanc in your town.This book is broken up into different categories so you can quickly and easily
find information.Part One is about "Getting Started". How one is invited and other related
information.Part Two is "All of Your What's.” What will it cost me? What to pack/bring? What to
Wear? What to Eat?Part Three. The "How to..." section. How to decorate your table, how to pack
your food, etc..Finally, Part Four is all about timelines, tips and tricks, and a few other items of
note.The is a "must-have" guide if you are planning or want to attend a Diner En Blanc in your
area.PART ONE: GETTING STARTEDHow To Get InvitedHow Much is the Initial InvestmentHow
to Sponsor a FriendAfter You Receive an InvitationHow to Change Your GuestPART TWO: ALL
OF YOUR “WHAT” QUESTIONS ANSWEREDWhat does it Cost?What to PackWhat to
WearWhat to Eat and DrinkPART THREE: ALL OF YOUR ‘HOW’ QUESTIONS
ANSWEREDHow to Decorate Your TableHow to Pack Your Table for Maximum EfficiencyHow to
Pack Your FoodHow to Order Food or Wine (and pick it up)How to Network Like a BossHow to
Do Diner en Blanc on the Cheap(ish)How to Board the Bus with Tables (etc)PART FOUR:
TIMELINES AND OTHER INFORMATIONWhat to Expect Once You ArriveTimeline
ExamplesAPPENDIXTips and TricksSocial MediaRestroomsList of Places to Buy Stuff

Q&A with Robert Love, author of "Linux System Programming, 2nd Edition"Q. Why is your book
timely-- what makes it important right now?A. Developing system software on Unix has always
been in vogue, but we've seen a large increase in demand with the rise of the cloud and the web.
Where before user apps were primarily client-side, UI-focused programs, now system-level
software running in huge data centers at massive scale provides even the simplest of our
computing functionality. The code powering the largest of cloud-based providers such as Google
or Twitter down to the smallest startup is all system-level software. And nearly all of it runs on
Linux.Q. What information do you hope that readers of your book will walk away with?A. The
system API on Linux: what it is and how to use it as an expert. The book is an API reference
manual, of course, but it is also chock-full of anecdotes, insider tips, and Linux-specific



techniques that take it beyond your generic Unix API guide.Q. What's the most exciting thing
happening in your space?A. Definitely the ever-increasing scale of distributed systems that
power the cloud and web apps we all use. I work at Google on web search infrastructure; the
scale and scope of our systems is absolutely stunning. And, at the end of the day, it is all just
Linux system code running on (a very large number of) Linux machines.Q. What are some of the
topics readers will learn in the second edition of Linux System Programming?How to design
your multithreaded application for maximum performanceHow to efficiently perform I/OThe
pitfalls behind real-time processesHow to take advantage of modern hardware such as multicore
processors or SSDsWhy your program's I/O model dictates its threading modelAbout the
AuthorRobert Love has been a Linux user and hacker since the early days. He is active in--and
passionate about--the Linux kernel and GNOME desktop communities. His recent contributions
to the Linux kernel include work on the kernel event layer and inotify. GNOME-related
contributions include Beagle, GNOME Volume Manager, NetworkManager, and Project Utopia.
Currently, Robert works in the Open Source Program Office at Google.
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The Unofficial Guide to Diner en BlancByShannon QuallsCopyright © 2016 Shannon Qualls
LLCShannonQualls.comLegal NotesCopyright © 2016 by Shannon Qualls LLC. All rights
reserved. No portion of this book may be reproduced in any form or by and means – except for
brief quotations in reviews, without written permission from the publisher.Published by Shannon
Qualls LLC.ShannonQualls.comCover illustrated by Sarah GreenShannon Qualls LLC, Shannon
Qualls, and this book are in no way affiliated with Diner en Blanc (DEB) or their sponsors.
Shannon is simply an individual, who after attending DEB, wanted to compile information for
future attendees. This book is the result.Please refer any friends and family to this book if they
are intending to experience the fun and mystery of an En Blanc Diner. Feel free to correspond
with me if you believe more information should be covered or how to improve the book.Table of
ContentsLegal NotesIntroductionA Little HistoryTerms to KnowPART ONE: Getting StartedHow
To Get InvitedHow Much is the Initial InvestmentHow to Sponsor a FriendAfter You Receive an
InvitationHow to Change Your GuestPART TWO: All of Your “What” Questions AnsweredWhat
does it Cost?What to PackWhat to WearWhat to Eat and DrinkPART THREE: All of Your ‘How’
Questions AnsweredHow to Decorate Your TableHow to Pack Your Table for Maximum
EfficiencyHow to Pack Your FoodHow to Order Food or Wine (and pick it up)How to Network
Like a BossHow to Do Diner en Blanc on the Cheap(ish)How to Board the Bus with Tables
(etc)PART FOUR: Timelines and Other InformationWhat to Expect Once You ArriveTimeline
ExamplesAPPENDIXTips and TricksSocial MediaRestroomsList of Places to Buy StuffA Final
NoteAbout The AuthorIntroductionDiner en Blanc is a night of elegance, laughter, delectable
wine, enjoyable and fascinating participants, mixed with an ounce of fun mystery. It’s essentially
a classy, pop-up dinner party. Hosted in various cities throughout the world, it has become an
international phenomenon.Picture a dazzling, white sea of sophisticated strangers gathering
together for the biggest party of the year. A buzz of excitement electrifies the air as participants
don their finest white attire, greeting one another as though old friends. Suitcases, wagons, and
rolling carts, bearing everything needed for the night, line the concrete in a mass flood of
organized chaos and hype.Participants meet in designated locations throughout their city, where
group leaders usher the anticipating guests through turnstiles or onto buses. What has been
chosen as the location for this grand evening? Guests frequently spout guesses as though the
right answer might bring them a jackpot of gold.Upon arrival, they are escorted into an exquisite
city landmark or destination of which the city boasts. White décor fills the space, embellishing
the natural beauty around it, full of perfect photo opportunities. The rest of the evening is spent
dining, drinking, laughing, dancing and making new friends. The air is filled with energy and
vibrancy. It is, in a word, magical.If you are buying this book it's because you are attending Diner
en Blanc (DEB) or are thinking of attending Diner en Blanc (or you just enjoy sending me your
money, in which case, please, feel free. I'm always happy to help out.)First of all, THANK YOU. I
hope that you find this book both helpful and informative. I've attended a few of these now and



know how intimidating it can be to attend DEB for the first time. Secondly, there is a ton of
information in this book, but it's based on MY experience.No Diner en Blanc is the same. But I do
believe that there are commonalities that you can expect to encounter wherever the event is
held. Knowing what to expect can enhance your enjoyment of the evening.I've broken this book
up into different categories so you can quickly and easily find information. Part One is about
"Getting Started". How one is invited and other related information.Part Two is "All of Your
What's.” What will it cost me? I imagine the costs are going to vary based on where you are
located, but at least it will give you a general idea for what you can expect. What to pack/bring?
What to wear? When I was preparing for Diner en Blanc the first time, these were the things I
really wanted to know. For example, when the rules say no off white, do they really mean that?
Next is Part Three. The "How to..." section. How to decorate your table, how to pack your food,
etc.. These are excellent questions and knowing the answers can reduce any anxiety you might
have. Finally, Part Four is all about timelines, tips and tricks, and a few other items of note.I hope
that you have a fab-u-lous time and if you have any questions, I can be found on Twitter
@ShannonQualls, Instagram at @QCrewABQ or on Facebook at A Little HistoryDiner en Blanc
was originally started in France in 1988 by François Pasquier and some of his friends. Their plan
was to meet in a designated park. But how would they recognize each other in the large park?
White attire (or en blanc) was the answer. They enjoyed their dinner so much, they decided to
have one again the following year and invited more friends to join them.Over the last 20+ years,
it has grown into an international phenomenon, where guests bring everything they need to have
a chic and elegant pop up dinner party. The Diner en Blanc participants grew exponentially,
creating the need to make the event location secret. Part of the en Blanc appeal is guests do not
know location of the event until they arrive.About five or six years ago, I was perusing Facebook
and somehow came across something about Diner en Blanc. I knew nothing about it, but after
about 10 seconds, it quickly became a game of, "If You Give a Mouse a Cookie", only mine was,
"If you want to learn about Diner en Blanc." I did the thing that any adventurous person would do
and Googled it. Then I did a Google Image search, because, hello, that's what you do when your
mind leaps to the conclusion: this could be a lot of funIf you've been on Pinterest, you know that
some people go all out. Just do a quick search of “Diner en Blanc tables” and you will find
thousands of pins with all kinds of decor ideas. The good news is: Whether you choose simple
or elaborate, a memorable time is in store for you.I'm all about going all out, but DON'T feel
pressured to do more then you are comfortable doing. The point of the night is to have FUN, not
to out-do everyone. If you are feeling yourself getting stressed out, stop and reevaluate if that
custom chair cover adds fun or stress.Terms to KnowThere are a few terms that you will want to
be aware of when reading through the book.1. A guest is the person attending with you (if you
are indeed the person signing up for the event). When you sign up, you are signing up for
yourself and your guest.2. A sponsored friend is someone you "sponsor" if you have been to the
event before. It allows your friend to receive an invitation to sign up during Phase 2 (more on that
later).3. DEB is shorthand for Diner en Blanc.PART ONE: Getting StartedHow To Get



InvitedEmbrace the inevitable chaos and you are sure to have fun.Depending on where you live
and where you want to attend, scoring a ticket can be a bit of a challenge. To get an invitation,
you have to have:A. Attended DEB before ORB. Be sponsored by a friend ORC. Sign up on the
wait list.Obviously, if you've attended before, they probably have your information, BUT, if you are
attending in a different city other than where you first attended, or the organizers have changed,
you will probably want to reach out to them on the official DEB site for your city, or their
Facebook page Some organizers also use Twitter and Instagram- it really depends.I simply
posted on the DEB Facebook wall for my city to be sure to be added to the e-mail list for Phase
One (our organizer had changed). I received confirmation from them that they had me on the list
and then I waited in oh-my-gosh-this-is-so-stressful-because-I-don't-want-to-miss-it anticipation
for my invitation.There are three phases for sign up. The first phase (Phase 1) is for people who
know the organizer or have been to the event before. The second phase (Phase 2) is for those
who are sponsored by someone who is in the first phase. The third phase (Phase 3) is opened to
those who sign up on the wait list.If you have not attended DEB in the past, then you can get an
invitation one of two ways: find someone to sponsor you (it has to be someone who is in Phase
1) or sign up on the wait list. If you are lucky enough to have a sponsor or willing to search for
someone to sponsor you, then you’ll be moved to Phase 2.If you are sponsored, you’ll usually
receive your invitation a week after Phase 1 opens. Our Phase 1 opened on July 27 and Phase 2
opened on August 6 (10 days later). It's easier to get a table slot if you are in Phase 1 or 2, but if
you’re not, never fear! There may still be hope!Phase 3 is the wait list. This opens two weeks
after Phase 1, and a week after Phase 2 ends. You can go to the official DEB site at and select
your city to sign up on the wait list.Click on the Register tab and that will give you two options
(the first allows you to add your name to the wait list, the second option is the beginning of the
registration process). Input your information and than you’ll have to wait for an invitation.How
Much is the Initial InvestmentIf you don't have a white tablecloth, or dinnerware and can't borrow
it, costs could be anywhere between $150 to $300 per person. This is your initial investment,
but every year after you will have the recommended items already and will only need food,
drinks, clothing and registration fees.*Side Note* You CANNOT share a your table with another
couple (sitting around the same square table). Every couple will have to have their own table and
chairs. The reason for this is because when you arrive at the venue, you set up your tables in
long aisles. Space constraints mean that only two sides of your table will be open for seating,
with the other two sides connecting other tables. You and your friends can combine your tables
to create a larger table design, but if you do this, learn from my mistake and make sure you and
your friend buy the exact same table so they are at the same height. I went through about three
tables before I found one that worked.If you think you might want to do Diner en Blanc someday,
your white dishes, glassware etc. now. A set of white dishes for routine use or special occasions
is a wise investment anyways. Definitely buy your DEB regulation table ASAP. They sell out once
the DEB season gets underway (traditionally, the DEB season is during the summer
months).When Should You Sign UpIf you find out there is going to be a Diner en Blanc in your



area, sign up on the wait list ASAP. Nothing is guaranteed until you register, so make sure you
follow up and register as soon as possible (these things do sell out). (More information about
table size, wait list and DEB’s existence in your town is provided later in the book.)If you want to
attend, encourage your friends to sign up as well. You can have fun with friends or strangers, but
it is exciting sharing the mystery, repartee, food and drink with other couples whom you already
know. And when you sign up make sure you all sign up to be at the same pick-up location, with
the same bus leader so you can sit next to each other.*Side Note* If you've been before you can
sponsor a friend and they will get an invite during Phase 2 rather than Phase 3!The Unofficial
Guide to Diner en BlancByShannon QuallsCopyright © 2016 Shannon Qualls
LLCShannonQualls.comThe Unofficial Guide to Diner en BlancByShannon QuallsCopyright ©
2016 Shannon Qualls LLCShannonQualls.comLegal NotesCopyright © 2016 by Shannon
Qualls LLC. All rights reserved. No portion of this book may be reproduced in any form or by
and means – except for brief quotations in reviews, without written permission from the
publisher.Published by Shannon Qualls LLC.ShannonQualls.comCover illustrated by Sarah
GreenShannon Qualls LLC, Shannon Qualls, and this book are in no way affiliated with Diner en
Blanc (DEB) or their sponsors. Shannon is simply an individual, who after attending DEB,
wanted to compile information for future attendees. This book is the result.Please refer any
friends and family to this book if they are intending to experience the fun and mystery of an En
Blanc Diner. Feel free to correspond with me if you believe more information should be covered
or how to improve the book.Legal NotesCopyright © 2016 by Shannon Qualls LLC. All rights
reserved. No portion of this book may be reproduced in any form or by and means – except for
brief quotations in reviews, without written permission from the publisher.Published by Shannon
Qualls LLC.ShannonQualls.comCover illustrated by Sarah GreenShannon Qualls LLC, Shannon
Qualls, and this book are in no way affiliated with Diner en Blanc (DEB) or their sponsors.
Shannon is simply an individual, who after attending DEB, wanted to compile information for
future attendees. This book is the result.Please refer any friends and family to this book if they
are intending to experience the fun and mystery of an En Blanc Diner. Feel free to correspond
with me if you believe more information should be covered or how to improve the book.Table of
ContentsLegal NotesIntroductionA Little HistoryTerms to KnowPART ONE: Getting StartedHow
To Get InvitedHow Much is the Initial InvestmentHow to Sponsor a FriendAfter You Receive an
InvitationHow to Change Your GuestPART TWO: All of Your “What” Questions AnsweredWhat
does it Cost?What to PackWhat to WearWhat to Eat and DrinkPART THREE: All of Your ‘How’
Questions AnsweredHow to Decorate Your TableHow to Pack Your Table for Maximum
EfficiencyHow to Pack Your FoodHow to Order Food or Wine (and pick it up)How to Network
Like a BossHow to Do Diner en Blanc on the Cheap(ish)How to Board the Bus with Tables
(etc)PART FOUR: Timelines and Other InformationWhat to Expect Once You ArriveTimeline
ExamplesAPPENDIXTips and TricksSocial MediaRestroomsList of Places to Buy StuffA Final
NoteAbout The AuthorTable of ContentsLegal NotesIntroductionA Little HistoryTerms to
KnowPART ONE: Getting StartedHow To Get InvitedHow Much is the Initial InvestmentHow to



Sponsor a FriendAfter You Receive an InvitationHow to Change Your GuestPART TWO: All of
Your “What” Questions AnsweredWhat does it Cost?What to PackWhat to WearWhat to Eat and
DrinkPART THREE: All of Your ‘How’ Questions AnsweredHow to Decorate Your TableHow to
Pack Your Table for Maximum EfficiencyHow to Pack Your FoodHow to Order Food or Wine (and
pick it up)How to Network Like a BossHow to Do Diner en Blanc on the Cheap(ish)How to Board
the Bus with Tables (etc)PART FOUR: Timelines and Other InformationWhat to Expect Once
You ArriveTimeline ExamplesAPPENDIXTips and TricksSocial MediaRestroomsList of Places to
Buy StuffA Final NoteAbout The AuthorIntroductionDiner en Blanc is a night of elegance,
laughter, delectable wine, enjoyable and fascinating participants, mixed with an ounce of fun
mystery. It’s essentially a classy, pop-up dinner party. Hosted in various cities throughout the
world, it has become an international phenomenon.Picture a dazzling, white sea of
sophisticated strangers gathering together for the biggest party of the year. A buzz of excitement
electrifies the air as participants don their finest white attire, greeting one another as though old
friends. Suitcases, wagons, and rolling carts, bearing everything needed for the night, line the
concrete in a mass flood of organized chaos and hype.Participants meet in designated locations
throughout their city, where group leaders usher the anticipating guests through turnstiles or
onto buses. What has been chosen as the location for this grand evening? Guests frequently
spout guesses as though the right answer might bring them a jackpot of gold.Upon arrival, they
are escorted into an exquisite city landmark or destination of which the city boasts. White décor
fills the space, embellishing the natural beauty around it, full of perfect photo opportunities. The
rest of the evening is spent dining, drinking, laughing, dancing and making new friends. The air
is filled with energy and vibrancy. It is, in a word, magical.If you are buying this book it's because
you are attending Diner en Blanc (DEB) or are thinking of attending Diner en Blanc (or you just
enjoy sending me your money, in which case, please, feel free. I'm always happy to help
out.)First of all, THANK YOU. I hope that you find this book both helpful and informative. I've
attended a few of these now and know how intimidating it can be to attend DEB for the first time.
Secondly, there is a ton of information in this book, but it's based on MY experience.No Diner en
Blanc is the same. But I do believe that there are commonalities that you can expect to
encounter wherever the event is held. Knowing what to expect can enhance your enjoyment of
the evening.I've broken this book up into different categories so you can quickly and easily find
information. Part One is about "Getting Started". How one is invited and other related
information.Part Two is "All of Your What's.” What will it cost me? I imagine the costs are going to
vary based on where you are located, but at least it will give you a general idea for what you can
expect. What to pack/bring? What to wear? When I was preparing for Diner en Blanc the first
time, these were the things I really wanted to know. For example, when the rules say no off white,
do they really mean that?Next is Part Three. The "How to..." section. How to decorate your table,
how to pack your food, etc.. These are excellent questions and knowing the answers can reduce
any anxiety you might have. Finally, Part Four is all about timelines, tips and tricks, and a few
other items of note.I hope that you have a fab-u-lous time and if you have any questions, I can be



found on Twitter @ShannonQualls, Instagram at @QCrewABQ or on Facebook
at IntroductionDiner en Blanc is a night of elegance, laughter, delectable wine, enjoyable and
fascinating participants, mixed with an ounce of fun mystery. It’s essentially a classy, pop-up
dinner party. Hosted in various cities throughout the world, it has become an international
phenomenon.Picture a dazzling, white sea of sophisticated strangers gathering together for the
biggest party of the year. A buzz of excitement electrifies the air as participants don their finest
white attire, greeting one another as though old friends. Suitcases, wagons, and rolling carts,
bearing everything needed for the night, line the concrete in a mass flood of organized chaos
and hype.Participants meet in designated locations throughout their city, where group leaders
usher the anticipating guests through turnstiles or onto buses. What has been chosen as the
location for this grand evening? Guests frequently spout guesses as though the right answer
might bring them a jackpot of gold.Upon arrival, they are escorted into an exquisite city landmark
or destination of which the city boasts. White décor fills the space, embellishing the natural
beauty around it, full of perfect photo opportunities. The rest of the evening is spent dining,
drinking, laughing, dancing and making new friends. The air is filled with energy and vibrancy. It
is, in a word, magical.If you are buying this book it's because you are attending Diner en Blanc
(DEB) or are thinking of attending Diner en Blanc (or you just enjoy sending me your money, in
which case, please, feel free. I'm always happy to help out.)First of all, THANK YOU. I hope that
you find this book both helpful and informative. I've attended a few of these now and know how
intimidating it can be to attend DEB for the first time. Secondly, there is a ton of information in
this book, but it's based on MY experience.No Diner en Blanc is the same. But I do believe that
there are commonalities that you can expect to encounter wherever the event is held. Knowing
what to expect can enhance your enjoyment of the evening.I've broken this book up into different
categories so you can quickly and easily find information. Part One is about "Getting Started".
How one is invited and other related information.Part Two is "All of Your What's.” What will it cost
me? I imagine the costs are going to vary based on where you are located, but at least it will give
you a general idea for what you can expect. What to pack/bring? What to wear? When I was
preparing for Diner en Blanc the first time, these were the things I really wanted to know. For
example, when the rules say no off white, do they really mean that?Next is Part Three. The "How
to..." section. How to decorate your table, how to pack your food, etc.. These are excellent
questions and knowing the answers can reduce any anxiety you might have. Finally, Part Four is
all about timelines, tips and tricks, and a few other items of note.I hope that you have a fab-u-
lous time and if you have any questions, I can be found on Twitter @ShannonQualls, Instagram
at @QCrewABQ or on Facebook at A Little HistoryDiner en Blanc was originally started in
France in 1988 by François Pasquier and some of his friends. Their plan was to meet in a
designated park. But how would they recognize each other in the large park? White attire (or en
blanc) was the answer. They enjoyed their dinner so much, they decided to have one again the
following year and invited more friends to join them.Over the last 20+ years, it has grown into an
international phenomenon, where guests bring everything they need to have a chic and elegant



pop up dinner party. The Diner en Blanc participants grew exponentially, creating the need to
make the event location secret. Part of the en Blanc appeal is guests do not know location of the
event until they arrive.About five or six years ago, I was perusing Facebook and somehow came
across something about Diner en Blanc. I knew nothing about it, but after about 10 seconds, it
quickly became a game of, "If You Give a Mouse a Cookie", only mine was, "If you want to learn
about Diner en Blanc." I did the thing that any adventurous person would do and Googled it.
Then I did a Google Image search, because, hello, that's what you do when your mind leaps to
the conclusion: this could be a lot of funIf you've been on Pinterest, you know that some people
go all out. Just do a quick search of “Diner en Blanc tables” and you will find thousands of pins
with all kinds of decor ideas. The good news is: Whether you choose simple or elaborate, a
memorable time is in store for you.I'm all about going all out, but DON'T feel pressured to do
more then you are comfortable doing. The point of the night is to have FUN, not to out-do
everyone. If you are feeling yourself getting stressed out, stop and reevaluate if that custom chair
cover adds fun or stress.A Little HistoryDiner en Blanc was originally started in France in 1988
by François Pasquier and some of his friends. Their plan was to meet in a designated park. But
how would they recognize each other in the large park? White attire (or en blanc) was the
answer. They enjoyed their dinner so much, they decided to have one again the following year
and invited more friends to join them.Over the last 20+ years, it has grown into an international
phenomenon, where guests bring everything they need to have a chic and elegant pop up
dinner party. The Diner en Blanc participants grew exponentially, creating the need to make the
event location secret. Part of the en Blanc appeal is guests do not know location of the event
until they arrive.About five or six years ago, I was perusing Facebook and somehow came
across something about Diner en Blanc. I knew nothing about it, but after about 10 seconds, it
quickly became a game of, "If You Give a Mouse a Cookie", only mine was, "If you want to learn
about Diner en Blanc." I did the thing that any adventurous person would do and Googled it.
Then I did a Google Image search, because, hello, that's what you do when your mind leaps to
the conclusion: this could be a lot of funIf you've been on Pinterest, you know that some people
go all out. Just do a quick search of “Diner en Blanc tables” and you will find thousands of pins
with all kinds of decor ideas. The good news is: Whether you choose simple or elaborate, a
memorable time is in store for you.I'm all about going all out, but DON'T feel pressured to do
more then you are comfortable doing. The point of the night is to have FUN, not to out-do
everyone. If you are feeling yourself getting stressed out, stop and reevaluate if that custom chair
cover adds fun or stress.Terms to KnowThere are a few terms that you will want to be aware of
when reading through the book.1. A guest is the person attending with you (if you are indeed the
person signing up for the event). When you sign up, you are signing up for yourself and your
guest.2. A sponsored friend is someone you "sponsor" if you have been to the event before. It
allows your friend to receive an invitation to sign up during Phase 2 (more on that later).3. DEB is
shorthand for Diner en Blanc.Terms to KnowThere are a few terms that you will want to be aware
of when reading through the book.1. A guest is the person attending with you (if you are indeed



the person signing up for the event). When you sign up, you are signing up for yourself and your
guest.2. A sponsored friend is someone you "sponsor" if you have been to the event before. It
allows your friend to receive an invitation to sign up during Phase 2 (more on that later).3. DEB is
shorthand for Diner en Blanc.PART ONE: Getting StartedHow To Get InvitedEmbrace the
inevitable chaos and you are sure to have fun.Depending on where you live and where you want
to attend, scoring a ticket can be a bit of a challenge. To get an invitation, you have to have:A.
Attended DEB before ORB. Be sponsored by a friend ORC. Sign up on the wait list.Obviously, if
you've attended before, they probably have your information, BUT, if you are attending in a
different city other than where you first attended, or the organizers have changed, you will
probably want to reach out to them on the official DEB site for your city, or their Facebook page
Some organizers also use Twitter and Instagram- it really depends.I simply posted on the DEB
Facebook wall for my city to be sure to be added to the e-mail list for Phase One (our organizer
had changed). I received confirmation from them that they had me on the list and then I waited in
oh-my-gosh-this-is-so-stressful-because-I-don't-want-to-miss-it anticipation for my
invitation.There are three phases for sign up. The first phase (Phase 1) is for people who know
the organizer or have been to the event before. The second phase (Phase 2) is for those who are
sponsored by someone who is in the first phase. The third phase (Phase 3) is opened to those
who sign up on the wait list.If you have not attended DEB in the past, then you can get an
invitation one of two ways: find someone to sponsor you (it has to be someone who is in Phase
1) or sign up on the wait list. If you are lucky enough to have a sponsor or willing to search for
someone to sponsor you, then you’ll be moved to Phase 2.If you are sponsored, you’ll usually
receive your invitation a week after Phase 1 opens. Our Phase 1 opened on July 27 and Phase 2
opened on August 6 (10 days later). It's easier to get a table slot if you are in Phase 1 or 2, but if
you’re not, never fear! There may still be hope!Phase 3 is the wait list. This opens two weeks
after Phase 1, and a week after Phase 2 ends. You can go to the official DEB site at and select
your city to sign up on the wait list.Click on the Register tab and that will give you two options
(the first allows you to add your name to the wait list, the second option is the beginning of the
registration process). Input your information and than you’ll have to wait for an invitation.PART
ONE: Getting StartedHow To Get InvitedEmbrace the inevitable chaos and you are sure to have
fun.Depending on where you live and where you want to attend, scoring a ticket can be a bit of a
challenge. To get an invitation, you have to have:A. Attended DEB before ORB. Be sponsored by
a friend ORC. Sign up on the wait list.Obviously, if you've attended before, they probably have
your information, BUT, if you are attending in a different city other than where you first attended,
or the organizers have changed, you will probably want to reach out to them on the official DEB
site for your city, or their Facebook page Some organizers also use Twitter and Instagram- it
really depends.I simply posted on the DEB Facebook wall for my city to be sure to be added to
the e-mail list for Phase One (our organizer had changed). I received confirmation from them
that they had me on the list and then I waited in oh-my-gosh-this-is-so-stressful-because-I-don't-
want-to-miss-it anticipation for my invitation.There are three phases for sign up. The first phase



(Phase 1) is for people who know the organizer or have been to the event before. The second
phase (Phase 2) is for those who are sponsored by someone who is in the first phase. The third
phase (Phase 3) is opened to those who sign up on the wait list.If you have not attended DEB in
the past, then you can get an invitation one of two ways: find someone to sponsor you (it has to
be someone who is in Phase 1) or sign up on the wait list. If you are lucky enough to have a
sponsor or willing to search for someone to sponsor you, then you’ll be moved to Phase 2.If you
are sponsored, you’ll usually receive your invitation a week after Phase 1 opens. Our Phase 1
opened on July 27 and Phase 2 opened on August 6 (10 days later). It's easier to get a table slot
if you are in Phase 1 or 2, but if you’re not, never fear! There may still be hope!Phase 3 is the wait
list. This opens two weeks after Phase 1, and a week after Phase 2 ends. You can go to the
official DEB site at and select your city to sign up on the wait list.Click on the Register tab and
that will give you two options (the first allows you to add your name to the wait list, the second
option is the beginning of the registration process). Input your information and than you’ll have to
wait for an invitation.How Much is the Initial InvestmentIf you don't have a white tablecloth, or
dinnerware and can't borrow it, costs could be anywhere between $150 to $300 per person.
This is your initial investment, but every year after you will have the recommended items already
and will only need food, drinks, clothing and registration fees.*Side Note* You CANNOT share a
your table with another couple (sitting around the same square table). Every couple will have to
have their own table and chairs. The reason for this is because when you arrive at the venue,
you set up your tables in long aisles. Space constraints mean that only two sides of your table
will be open for seating, with the other two sides connecting other tables. You and your friends
can combine your tables to create a larger table design, but if you do this, learn from my mistake
and make sure you and your friend buy the exact same table so they are at the same height. I
went through about three tables before I found one that worked.If you think you might want to do
Diner en Blanc someday, your white dishes, glassware etc. now. A set of white dishes for routine
use or special occasions is a wise investment anyways. Definitely buy your DEB regulation table
ASAP. They sell out once the DEB season gets underway (traditionally, the DEB season is
during the summer months).When Should You Sign UpIf you find out there is going to be a Diner
en Blanc in your area, sign up on the wait list ASAP. Nothing is guaranteed until you register, so
make sure you follow up and register as soon as possible (these things do sell out). (More
information about table size, wait list and DEB’s existence in your town is provided later in the
book.)If you want to attend, encourage your friends to sign up as well. You can have fun with
friends or strangers, but it is exciting sharing the mystery, repartee, food and drink with other
couples whom you already know. And when you sign up make sure you all sign up to be at the
same pick-up location, with the same bus leader so you can sit next to each other.*Side Note* If
you've been before you can sponsor a friend and they will get an invite during Phase 2 rather
than Phase 3!How Much is the Initial InvestmentIf you don't have a white tablecloth, or
dinnerware and can't borrow it, costs could be anywhere between $150 to $300 per person.
This is your initial investment, but every year after you will have the recommended items already



and will only need food, drinks, clothing and registration fees.*Side Note* You CANNOT share a
your table with another couple (sitting around the same square table). Every couple will have to
have their own table and chairs. The reason for this is because when you arrive at the venue,
you set up your tables in long aisles. Space constraints mean that only two sides of your table
will be open for seating, with the other two sides connecting other tables. You and your friends
can combine your tables to create a larger table design, but if you do this, learn from my mistake
and make sure you and your friend buy the exact same table so they are at the same height. I
went through about three tables before I found one that worked.*Side Note* You CANNOT share
a your table with another couple (sitting around the same square table). Every couple will have to
have their own table and chairs. The reason for this is because when you arrive at the venue,
you set up your tables in long aisles. Space constraints mean that only two sides of your table
will be open for seating, with the other two sides connecting other tables. You and your friends
can combine your tables to create a larger table design, but if you do this, learn from my mistake
and make sure you and your friend buy the exact same table so they are at the same height. I
went through about three tables before I found one that worked.If you think you might want to do
Diner en Blanc someday, your white dishes, glassware etc. now. A set of white dishes for routine
use or special occasions is a wise investment anyways. Definitely buy your DEB regulation table
ASAP. They sell out once the DEB season gets underway (traditionally, the DEB season is
during the summer months).When Should You Sign UpIf you find out there is going to be a Diner
en Blanc in your area, sign up on the wait list ASAP. Nothing is guaranteed until you register, so
make sure you follow up and register as soon as possible (these things do sell out). (More
information about table size, wait list and DEB’s existence in your town is provided later in the
book.)If you want to attend, encourage your friends to sign up as well. You can have fun with
friends or strangers, but it is exciting sharing the mystery, repartee, food and drink with other
couples whom you already know. And when you sign up make sure you all sign up to be at the
same pick-up location, with the same bus leader so you can sit next to each other.*Side Note* If
you've been before you can sponsor a friend and they will get an invite during Phase 2 rather
than Phase 3!*Side Note* If you've been before you can sponsor a friend and they will get an
invite during Phase 2 rather than Phase 3!
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ANGELA TAYLOR, “DEB Newbie. I'm attending my 1st DEB in Chicago and this was very
helpful! I've been doing a lot trying to plan for the day to the point I started wondering if it's worth
it. Shannon helped me realize that this is an initial investment (for the items I didn't have like the
roll up table). I especially liked the tips/side notes. I would recommend this book to other 1st
timers especially since she makes it very clear how chaotic it will be in the beginning (setting up,
getting in the way, cell phone battery etc).”

Barbara Triana, “Súper helpful in planning for my first DEB-Thanks!!!. Sooo many helpful
reminders-I will totally be prepared now that you’ve reminded me of the little things I would have
overlooked-wearing comfortable shoes, packing water/ice, lLEDS, flowers, packing order,
setting the expectation for a small amount of chaos which just adds to the anticipation for me—-
I’m so glad I read this book!!!!”

Danielle A. Rhodes, “So happy I found it. I am attending my first DEB event and I had NO idea
how intense it could be!! It’s way more than I bargained for BUT I’m so happy this book got me
ready to take on the event!! I can’t wait to get my theme together and make it an awesome time!”

Kemberly Rainney, “Diner en Blanc guide is very helpful!. Great guide for first time attendees!!! I
found many helpful hints for a fun and successful evening. I feel well equipped for this event!
The humor was great and appropriate for her described situations.”

Susan Williams, “My first le diner en blanc. So glad I bought this book. So much helpful info so
that my first time goes smoothly. Thank you so much”

Dawn A., “Five Stars. This was a great guide for as we attended our first dinner en Blanc.
Recommend this book.”

Pam Hopkins, “Five Stars. Easy to read, helpful”

ggcnp, “Nice and easy information. The book was nice for first time attendees. Great ideas that
you wouldn't think of. Glad I read it before event.”

The book by Robert Love has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 23 people have provided feedback.
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